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 Discover what's possible when you follow your heart and honor your gifts! McMeekin
combines interviews with a few of today's most successful women and her personal proven
success strategies to help readers transcend their "blocks" and achieve success. Women can
discover how exactly to: Dismantle limiting beliefs Take positive, calculated risks Make career
adjustments fueled by enthusiasm and purpose "Filter and Focus" to provide their creative
ideas time and space to evolve As in her prior book, this audiobook includes real-life
examples of how creative ladies business owners and business leaders have used these
approaches for success.Popular creative coach Gail McMeekin, author of the best-selling The
12 Secrets of Highly Creative Women, offers an abundance of advice for the precise
challenges innovative women face today: thinking too small, underestimating the need for
change, fearing the near future, and lacking self-confidence.
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Essential read for ladies who want to succeed! Disappointing Not well worth reading and I
love to read books and learn fresh things. I'll read it over and over periodically! The 12 Secrets
of Highly Successful Women is filled with powerful good examples and hard-gained wisdom
that you will be capable to apply immediately to get where you intend to go -- irrespective of
where you are starting from. I didn't that can compare with this book. This incredibly
enlightening and practical book offers all the information any woman needs to accomplish her
goals and dreams. Welcomed insight from great women I've almost completed this reserve
and am having such an enjoyable experience following advice, inspiration, stories and
activities in Gail's lastest reserve. Everything in this book seemed to be picked from various
other books. The majority of the items for me seemed to be good sense. I was hoping to
understand something new. I didn't quite like this book Just had not been what I expected. It
tells you things NOT to do, but now list of positive actions. I recommend that you keep a
notebook handy when you go through -- because each one of the 12 secrets will inspire great
(and do-able) concepts for enhancing your very own life and work. I had not been impressed
at all. The diversity of careers the women represent is especially interesting. And, in this period
of disenchantment of political figures, I appreciated Gail's inclusion of former congresswoman
from Colorado Pat Schroder.One last observation: While I'm not personally interested in
launching a brand-new business venture or innovative endeavor, I find the 12 Secrets presents
encouraging and wholesome challenges that enrich my life today. The writing is goofy and
nothing in it is actually inspiring or useful. We gave this to the second-hand shop before even
finishing it. Fascinating stories Fascinating reading about additional successful ladies and their
lives. It's interesting to learn, but I don't view it as coaching material. She's a short break
coming up (from her multiple careers) and is looking towards reading this and sharing with
friends. Ok read. Christmas gift I read this and thought of one of my daughters so I got it for
Christmas. Five Stars Really great info for women Four Stars Something you will read again
and again. Lots of valuable suggestions to consider. The composing can be goofy and nothing
at all in it really is inspiring or useful. This book is well worth taking the period to read and
study. The author, a practiced professional coach, has done the work for all of us by
interviewing an extraordinary selection of uncommonly successful ladies and presenting the
very best and brightest of their tricks and tips in an extremely accessible book.
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